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Beloved and award-winning author Jean Little has garnered numerous accolades for her work. Born

in Taiwan to Canadian doctors who were serving as missionaries, she was legally blind from birth.

Little obtained a B.A. in English Language & Literature from the University of Toronto. She went on

to write 44 more works, including novels, picture books, poetry, short stories, and two

autobiographical books. She has six honorary degrees and is a Member of the Order of Canada.

Little lives in Guelph, Ontario, with her family.

This little book has been sitting on my real bookshelf forever, it seems. It is a bookcrossing copy,

BCID: 979-11038203. It came into my care by way of my friend, Cheryl. She was right, I did love

it.The reason, I think, that I put off reading this book is the tiny font. I often felt I could relate to Jean

Little as my eyesight has been an issue of late. Trouble is, I can't put the book next to my nose to

see the letters better. There seems no good way to hold a book with small font so that I can read. I

did find that under the right light and best conditions, I could make my way through the book---Little

by Little. And, it worked! Still I would have preferred to read this on my Kindle with an Audible

version playing. Or at least with text-to-speech enabled. I could have finished this book in a day or

so that way instead of taking weeks.Jean Little has written the ultimate 'making of a writer' book. I

believe this would make a good book for teachers to read to students from third grade on. The

vocabulary might be above the reach of a 9-10 year old, but the story is accessible for everyone.

Who hasn't had insecurity or kids teasing them mercilessly? This might just be the kind of book to



squelch bullying.To have both parents as doctors, way back in the day, was quite a lesson for

families. Jean grew up in that household. Her family had a lot of help. Even so, Jean didn't have the

best life. But she found her passion, writing, to be the bread of life for her. There are so many

lessons in this little book. I would like to read it again someday. And now I want to read other books

by Jean Little including the continuation of her autobiography.

I have loved Jean Little's books about children facing special challenges for many years, but only

found out recently that she has had her own disabilities to cope with. In this book, she talks about

her childhood in China and then Canada, the difficulties she faced going through school with

severely impaired vision, and the love and support of her family that enabled her to persevere.With

insight and humor but without self-pity, she tells of the challenges she faced at school, including

bullying, as well as the relief when she was put in a sight-savers class and at last found a place

where she was "normal" - like the other children in her class - and had teachers who understood her

needs.Against all odds, Little decided to go to university. The book ends as she works as a teacher

and writes her first book - one inspired by the need of her disabled students to read realistic stories

about children like themselves. After reading this book, I know understand how she writes so

knowingly - it's because she has lived many of her stories.

If you like sad but happy or a lesson to learn in a book you will like Little By Little. Jean has one of

the most popular books help you in life. The genre of this story is autobiography. It will change your

point of veiw as a reader and as a person because you know the things she goes through really

happen. I like this book because when you get into the story it's hard to get out. The story is about

how Jean, little by little, succeeds in different things like reading, school and many more. For

example, when she's trying to learn to read, she didn't give up. She went through stages during

lerning to make new frieds,and getting through school. Jean uses very interesting words to make

you feel like you're there. For instance when it's her first day at school she explains how she felt and

what she felt like doing. This book taught me that it's hard to live a normal life if you have a

disability.

I find this such an amazing book. I loved it so much. I am using this book for a book report and I find

that it will be the best.I am doing a bookseller's day and I will try to sell this book. I feel that it will be

successful for me because this book is so interesting. Sometimes it is so touching it can make you

cry. Jean Little is such a brave girl and into such a talented young lady and to a real grown up



person. I feel that this book will teach you a great lesson by having someone sharing their past with

you and everyone around. Everything in the book is so real because all those things have probably

happened in some school. People getting bullied. But the thing is, no one ever stands up for

themselves and I find Jean Little such a spectacular person.
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